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STATEMENT ANSWER

Consciousness has no preference between Creative (positive) and 

Destructive (negative) frequencies
yes infinity

In Questions24, Consciousness affirmed that Homo-sapiens was 

programmed to seek  the Creative side of Consciousness
yes infinity

It also affirmed that Homo-spiritus did not have that specific 

programming.
yes infinity

Homo-spiritus has more freedom to explore all aspects of 

Consciousness
yes infinity

Without some experience/knowledge of both the creative and 

destructive aspects of Consciousness, and the freedom to utilize 

either, mankind is still tethered by it's programming as Homo-

sapiens

yes infinity

Homo-sapiens is like a two dimensional** figure who can only see 

the two dimensions that he/she lives in
yes million*

As long as one can only see two dimensions***, one is limited to 

that two dimensional structure
yes million

We are limited by the programming to seek only that, which is 

positive
yes million

Homo-spiritus is more like a two dimensional figure who has the 

capability of seeing "What Is", as a three dimensional figure
yes trillion

Seeing that the totality of Consciousness contains both positive or 

creative aspects as well as negative or destructive aspects
yes trillion

Seeing that all aspects of Consciousness are  both yes trillion

Being able to envisualize the three dimensional structure gives 

Homo-spiritus the ability to experience at a higher level than 

Homo-sapiens

yes trillion

Question27 on the Nature of Consciousness

THE THREE DIMENSIONAL** ROAD MAP 

LEVEL OF 

TRUTH
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Like taking the training wheels off of a kid's 1st bicycle yes trillion

That means experiencing All aspects of Consciousness yes infinity

Using infinity as a roadmap instead of a conventional two 

dimensional paper road map 
yes infinity

The frequency of this Earth, or that portion that we experience 

with it's energy limited to +25,000, is our two dimensional 

structure

yes 25,000

That, which is beyond the energetic limit of +/- 25,000 is seldom 

seen
yes 50,000

That, which is between +/- 25,001 and +/- 50,000 is the beginning 

of what is called the VOID.
yes million

*      The dividing line between the manifest and unmanifest

LOC: 10,001

***  A similar visual was presented by H.A.Almas in a video called "Extra Dimension"

**    The term "dimension" in this paper only is used in the conventional way to describe 

the conceptual measures of space and time.  


